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permission.1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a process for treating a
dielectric fluid used as a working fluid for a dielectric fluid, and more particularly, to a process for

treating a dielectric fluid with sulfur dioxide gas in order to prevent deterioration of dielectric
properties. 2. Description of the Prior Art More and more important in the design and development of

recent computer apparatus is a technique for high-speed processing. Such a technique includes a
technique for increasing the effective transmission capacity of a signal line, and a technique for
increasing a write speed of a memory. In addition, a technique for high-speed, high-density data

transfer or a technique for high-speed, high-resolution display has progressed in various fields such
as computer graphics and medical science. Therefore, a dielectric fluid is used for these high-speed,

high-density data transfer or high-speed, high-resolution display techniques, and it is desired to
continue to use the dielectric fluid while reducing the deterioration of dielectric properties. To put it
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foodstuffs has opened up a vast number of occasions on which a consumer can transform a single
item into a variety of other items. Examples of such spreadable foodstuffs include yogurt, cheese,

and cream cheese. These spreads are conveniently formed into an elongated continuous strand and
packaged in elongated rolls or tubes. The consumer then has the ability to transform portions of the

continuous strand into disks, noodles, logs, ropes, beads, etc. These products have met with
generally favorable consumer acceptance. However, it has become desirable to provide a secure but
readily rupturable closure for the ends of the package. One method for providing a secure but readily
rupturable closure for these types of packages is to employ a heat sealing mechanism of the foil/film
type. However, these conventional foil/film seals can be difficult to secure to the package and to pull
open when rupturable perforations are desired. and their early results showed that they can create

super-resolution images using conventional microscopes [9]. We showed that they can create a
much broader range of super-resolution images at high magnification compared to other super-

resolution techniques including two-photon microscopy and PALM [9]. This result is likely due to the
highly symmetric structure of PVP molecules and the non-destructive nature of the process they

utilize. For example, they’re able to image every single molecule in a PVP crystal. This is particularly
important as other techniques like two-photon microscopy destroy the sample. We believe that the
PVP nanocrystal approach can be used to image a broad range of biological samples including cells,
tissues, and even whole organisms. Overall, we have shown that PVP nanocrystals are able to create
super-resolution images of objects in biological samples. These results have important implications

for using nanocrystals as a
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account. the penalty. Consequently, the LBO is not a loan but a transfer. In her return, Mrs. Garcia
and her husband had capital gains of $125,144 and $17,661, respectively. Their credits of $72,662
and $10,946, respectively, would have been reduced by $30,829 and $3,946, respectively, in the

absence of their deduction for the LBO. As a result, we hold that the $30,829 deduction claimed by
Mr. & Mrs. Garcia for the 2002 tax year is allowable as an itemized deduction under section 212. - 14

- An appropriate order granting respondent’s motion for partial summary judgment
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